Using a combination of transmission electron microscopy and density functional modeling we examine covalent bridging between carbon nanoforms, focusing on fullerene attachment to carbon nanocones (nanohorns). We show that oxygen mediates covalent cross-linking between carbon nanoforms, analogously to oxygen-mediated fullerene dimerisation (C 120 O). We confirm this theoretically and experimentally for fullerenes bonded to nanocone tips. Oxygen bridging only occurs in systems with relatively localized double bond character, i.e. bridging only occurs between fullerenes and high angle nanocone tips.
Single oxygen atom addition was the first functionalisation observed in fullerene chemistry [1] . The addition of oxygen to carbon-carbon bonds in C 60 molecules can result in two possible structure as depicted in Figure 1a and b. Addition to pentagon-hexagon ([pent:hex]) bonds which primarily single character results in annulene forms (ether oxa-homo[60]fullerene), by breaking the C-C bond (Figure 1a ).
In the case of pentagon-hexagon ([pent:hex]) bond with a double bond character, oxidation results in a cycle-epoxide (Figure 1b) where the underlying C-C bond beneath the oxygen is slightly dilated. The epoxide form can easily be obtained by photo-oxidation of C 60 [2] or the reaction of C 60 with dimethyldioxirane [3] , however the annulene form requires photolysis of C 60 O 3 prepared by ozonating C 60 [4] . Oxygen is known to bridge between two C 60 molecules through a furan-like ring forming C 120 O [5] and more recently between larger fullerenes [6] . This dimerisation reaction is based on the formation of a stable epoxide, which then reacts with a double bond on the neighbouring fullerene, cross-linking as shown in Figure 1c .
Carbon nanocones (also referred to as carbon nanohorns [7] ) are commonly synthesized via laser ablation [8] . They can be described as n×60 o positive wedge disclinations in graphene, and can be visualied by removing n 60 o sections from graphene and connecting the exposed edges, forming n pentagons at the apex. The disclination angle () can be calculated as = 2sin -1 (1-n/6), and since the number of pentagons must be an integer, nanocones only have tip angles of 113   o   , 84   o   , 60   o   , 39  o and 19   o   , for n=1,5 respectively. The precise location of the pentagons can be varied [9] . Oxidative nanocone etching has received attention since it provides chemical access to the interior cone cavity [10, 11, 12] .
However little is known of early stage and mild oxidation behaviour of carbon nanocones, and their low structural symmetry means they have been difficult to study theoretically.
We have previously examined direct fullerene-nanocone interaction via density functional calculations [13] . These show that while weak-covalent and dispersion forces are sufficient to bind C 60 to carbon nanocones, there is negligible spatial or orientation dependence in the interaction, and no clear trend in binding with cone-tip angle. Notably the calculations give stronger binding of C 60 to flat graphene surfaces than the exterior of cone tips, suggesting that in the absence of other factors fullerenes should migrate away from nanocone tips.
Here we examine fullerene-nanocone interaction mediated through oxygen bridging, both experimentally through electron microscopy imaging, and via density functional calculations.
Method
We perform spin polarized Density Functional calculations [14, 15] within the Local Density Approximation, which has been shown to give O 2 binding energy to graphene as well as O 2 singlet/triplet energy differences closer to experiment than the generalized gradient approximation [16] . Ab initio calculations on nanocones are computationally expensive as they require atomic models with a large number of atoms and low symmetry. We study here an 84 o cone with two pentagons at the tip separated In the energetic analysis that follows, reaction enthalpies are calculated as the energy difference between the oxidized carbon nanoform and the sum of energy of the non-oxidized form and the O 2 molecule in the stable triplet state, i.e.
. Thus E R provides a measure for the exothermicity of oxidation.
Nanocone and fullerene production was carried-out using a vertical electric-arc arrangement. Standard arc parameters were used (80A current intensity, ~30 V, He atmosphere, 60-65 kPa reactor pressure, 1 mm electrode distance). Graphite anodes with homogeneously dispersed catalyst (0.6wt% Ni + 0.6wt% Co) were prepared by a pressureless sintering technique [18] , resulting in Ni-Co alloy particles whose initial sizes in the anode ranged from 30 to 200 nm. All the solid products formed in the four main sampling areas of the reactor (i.e., so-called cathode deposit, collaret, web, and soot) were investigated "as-produced" upon sonicated dispersion in ethanol by high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM, Philips EM400, at 120kV with tungsten source, or Philips CM30, at 150 kV with LaB 6 source). The primary reaction product was carbon nanohorns, along with lesser amounts of spoorly organized polyaromatics, onion-like particles and fullerenes.
Results and discussion
We examine possible binding sites for oxygen on a carbon nanocone with two pentagons at the tip (84 o cone). In separate calculations we geometrically optimized the addition of oxygen to four different bonds, The oxidation enthalpies and resultant C-C and C-O bond lengths are given in Table 1 Preferentially oxidized bonds will be those resulting in epoxide bonding with highest binding energies for oxygen. Thus for the 84° nanocone this suggests preferential oxygen attachment at the double-bond like C-C bond at the nanocone tip. Table 1 : Reaction enthalpy and resultant C-C distance for addition of a single oxygen atom to C 60 , graphene and a 84° two-pentagon carbon nanocone (structure and bond numbers in Figure 2b ).
The results suggest the potential for the presence of oxygen at "fullerene-like" nanocone tips, but not on pristine sidewalls. Furthermore, oxidation will only be likely at sharper nanocone tips with multiple pentagons in reasonably close proximity. It is difficult to directly verify such a prediction experimentally since oxygen concentration at nanocone tips will be extremely low, and highly spatially resolved techniques would be required to avoid detecting oxygen elsewhere in the sample. However indirect validation is possible by considering possible reactions involving oxygenated sites as we now show. If we predict epoxides at some nanocone tips, oxygen mediated covalent bonding may also be possible at these locations, which would provide a mechanism to stably attach fullerenes to the nanocone tips.
We have therefore next calculated the enthalpy of reaction between C 60 and X to give C 60 X, where X is either C 60 O, an oxidized nanocone tip or an epoxide on graphene. Figure 3 shows graphically the possible reactions. The reaction between C 60 and the oxidised carbon nanoforms is exothermic in all these cases. However, in the case of fullerene-O-graphene the further dissociation into C 60 O and graphene is exothermic, suggesting that fullerenes will scavange the oxygen atom from the flat graphene surface. In the case of C 60 -O-C 60 and C 60 O-nanocone the result is a covalent bonding between the two carbon nanobjects mediated via the bridging oxygen atom, shown in more detail in Figure 4 .
These calculations give a complete picture of the interaction between C 60 and these other nanoobjects, described in detail below. They suggest that fullerenes should attach to sharp angle nanocone tips, but only in the presence of oxygen, since previous studies have ruled out any preferential fullerenenanocone tip attachment due to Van der Waals interactions or charge accumulation on the tip of the nanocone under the microscope [13] .
To determine the importance of cone angle we also calculated oxygen and C 60 interaction with a single pentagon 113° cone. In this case the binding energy of C 60 O to a bond neighbouring the pentagon is significantly reduced at only 0.61eV (as compared to 2.01eV for the 2-pentagon cone). Thus oxygen mediated C 60 bonding to single pentagon tips at elevated temperatures will be extremely unlikely.
Furthermore higher angle cones where the pentagons are spatially separated will show local reactivites comparable to the single pentagon case, and hence it will only be in cones with clustered pentagons that we would expect oxygen mediated covalent bridging to occur. In practise this also eliminates 2-pentagon cones since there are so few configurations for which pentagons are in sufficiently close proximity.
We next used HRTEM to examine nanocone materials prepared by the electric arc method instead of the usual laser ablation. The electric arc method used with catalyst-loaded graphite anodes is known for concomitantly producing fullerenes and other single-walled structures such as single-wall carbon nanotubes. Due to the catalyst preparation conditions used the prevalent graphene-based forms were nanocones instead of single-wall nanotubes, in addition to fullerenes. In addition, while the reactor atmosphere is a partial pressure of helium, there is some oxygen present due to the large reactor volume, poor vacuum quality and the presence of large, highly absorbing metal parts. All the ingredients needed are thus present, resulting in fullerene-nanocone interaction features for which Figure 5 provides typical examples. As predicted by the calculations, we commonly observed fullerene-like molecules attached in the vicinity of the tip for nanocones with tip angles equal to 60 o or smaller i.e. 3 or more pentagons;
however we never observed such attachment on any of the wider angle cones. This therefore confirms the presence of oxygen at the nanocone tips, mediating covalent oxygen bridging to the attached fullerene.
Conclusions
The calculations presented here allow a complete description of oxygen-mediated fullerene interaction with carbon nanocones. Both C 60 and C 60 O will weakly physisorb on graphene and nanocone side walls, and hence these surfaces can act as capture areas. Any oxygen present on these surfaces will be scavenged by the C 60 since this process is highly exothermic, but with no covalent bonds forming between the fullerene and the side walls, the fullerene will remain highly mobile. On migrating to the nanocone tip, assuming the presence of oxygen either on the fullerene cage or at the nanocone tip, covalent crosslinking will occur, stabilizing the fullerene in place. This pinning will only occur on cones with tip angles sufficiently small that there are multiple nearby pentagons and so high local curvature and localised double bond character. We note that similar pinning and cross-linking behaviour might be expected at point defect sites such as oxygenated vacancies on nanotube sidewalls, and this may provide an alternative model for some "nanobud" structures observed in the literature [19] .
In summary, we show that oxygen can form covalent linking bridges between different carbon nanoforms directly analogous to fullerene dimers, for example between fullerenes and nanocone tips. We expect this to be a general phenomenon wherever oxidized C-C bonds are present, for example on basal dislocations in nanotubes or at point defect sites such as vacancies. for large angles (from j) to m)). The fullerenes involved are not necessarily all C 60 , but can be higher fullerenes. The cone angle value is not always equal to the ideal value because it may result from the projection of the tilted structure. a) to d) 0° tip (6 pentagons). e) to g) ~19° nanocones (5 pentagons); image e) actually shows a 0° tip and a 19° cone superimposed. h) and i) ~30° nanocones (4 pentagons). j)
